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As we know the history of the design and
operation of diesel – or is it oil-engine powered? –
multiple unit trains can be traced back well beyond
nationalisation in 1948, although their use was not
widespread in Britain until the mid 1950s. Today,
we can see their most recent developments in the
fixed formation sets operated over long distance
routes on today’s networks, such as those of the
Virgin Voyager design.
It can be argued that the real ancestry can be seen
in such as the experimental Michelin railcar and the
Beardmore 3-car unit for the LMS in the 1930s,
and the various streamlined GWR railcars of the
same period. Whilst the idea of a self-propelled
passenger vehicle, in the shape of numerous steam
rail motors, was adopted by a number of the pregrouping companies from around the turn of the
19th/20th century. (The earliest steam motor coach
can be traced to 1847 – at the height of the so-called
‘Railway Mania’.).
First of the “modern” multiple unit designs were
built at Derby Works and introduced in 1954, as
the ‘lightweight’ series, and until 1956, only BR and
Metropolitan Cammell were constructing these
new units. In 1956/7, new designs from several
builders took to the rails, including Birmingham
RC&W Co., Cravens, Park Royal, and the
Gloucester Railway Carriage & Wagon Co.
It was thought that these new self-propelled
railcars would replace non-corridor locomotive
hauled stock on some suburban and country/rural
lines, and in specific areas on a trial basis, in order
to reduce running costs on services that were still
operational. In some areas they were intended to
provide additional services, so adding to, rather
than reducing costs. They appeared at the time
when the initial, faltering steps, were being taken

to modernise the rail network and its stock.
However, perhaps in some ways surprisingly, the
opportunity was not taken to introduce any new
techniques in design or construction methods, and
the majority of the early types were built on a
traditional 57ft 0ins underframe.
Whilst the general principles of design were
essentially the same for all multiple-units, whether
produced by BR or contractors, the first
Gloucester built units had a curious and uniquely
profiled body. In addition they represented the
earliest use of an integral structure, with cold
drawn, square section steel tube framing. Later
vehicles from Gloucester were however, closer in
appearance to the later Derby ‘lightweight’ form.
All were described as ‘low density stock’. Today
we might suggest that this greater space and leg
room for passengers was designed more with the
outer suburban, or rural routes in mind.

More than 40 of
these two-car units
were ordered by
the
British
Transport
Commission (BTC)
in
1955,
with
delivery starting in
late 1957.
The
majority of these
were intended for
service
on
the
Scottish
Region,
and a handful on
the London Midland
Region.
In the
following year, 1958
Diagram covering Lots 30278 & 30444 - the very first Gloucester built DMUs for
saw
the
British Transport Commission (BTC); British Railways
introduction on the
Western Region of 10 single unit railcars, with nine
The three-car cross-country units were introduced
trailer cars and a three-car cross-country set. The
to, and remained on the Western Region for
final contribution from the Gloucester company
almost all of their working lives, although some of
was a batch of 10 motor parcels vans for the
the single unit were transferred away, and others
Western and London Midland Regions, which
modified significantly.
appeared from 1959.
During the later 1970s and into the 1980s, their
Initially, the Gloucester built twin units were
numbers were reduced by withdrawals, and many
allocated to the London Midland, but by 1962
had their original B.U.T. (AEC) engines replaced by
many of what became the BR TOPS classes 100
straightforward Leyland diesels of the same size
and 143 vehicles had been transferred to the
and capacity.
Scottish Region. Of these, the majority were
returned to the London Midland, where most
could be found by the late 1970s.

Power Equipment
These DMU’s were fitted with a standardised
through the electro-pneumatic control circuits. A
equipment layout, which for the majority of units
drive shaft then connected the gearbox to a
conformed to a design produced by British United
double reduction final drive unit on the inner axle
Traction Ltd. This company was jointly owned by
of each bogie. This layout was applied to all
AEC and Leyland Motors, and set up at KingstonGloucester built multiple units with BUT engines,
on-Thames in 1946, specifically to produce railway
whether twin unit, three car or motorised parcels
equipment and trolleybuses. The Kingston factory
vans. In the 1970s a number of the three-car units
was closed a
were
couple of years
relater
and
production
moved
to
Southall
and
Leyland,
and
clearly the joint
company’s
expertise in buses
and trolleybuses
placed them in a
strong position to
win orders from
British Railways
during the 1950s
modernisation
era.
In 1955 BUT Ltd.
Received
an
order valued at
Lot 30421 - the original Gloucester diagram
£4,070,000 from
the British Transport Commission, for the supply
equipped with 150hp Leyland engines, with the old
of diesel engines, gearboxes, final drives and
BUT Ltd joint company having disappeared from
control systems. For the Gloucester Railway
the sector.
Carriage & Wagon Co., this allowed the company
The horizontal under floor engine mounting, as in
to fit 6-cylinder BUT Type “A” engines to its first
modern single deck buses, allowed virtually the
design of twin-unit DMU to BR. Each of the two
entire interior of each power car to be used for
11.3 litre diesels on a power car developed 150bhp
the accommodation of goods or passengers. A
at 1,800rpm, and were mounted horizontally under
safety device incorporated in the control circuits
the vehicle floor. Design and construction of these
enabled the power car to operate using a single
power units was essentially the same as that used
engine, in the even of the failure of the other
on buses.
engine. As what became normal operation, the
The final drive to a four-speed epicyclic gearbox,
“deadman’s device” provided a brake operation
was by way of the engine’s crankshaft through a
and stopped the engines after a five second delay if
fluid coupling and freewheel, and gear changing
the driver released control.

General Constructional Features
The basic style and appearance of the BR diesel
multiple units was established with the vehicles
built at Derby Works, and introduced in 1953.
Although in various examples – the designs of the
front ends in particular – the style was the
manufacturer’s interpretation. The Gloucester
RC&W twin units introduced in 1957, followed

this same basic pattern, although the form of
construction was different. Overall design was
essentially an underframe, with a coach body
attached to the top, and bogies carrying the
engines, transmission and other essentials
underneath the floor – in essence, just three
elements connected by the underframe. The

seating was for 12 first class and 107
second class passengers, and a guards
brake compartment – so gross weight
(taking an average passenger weight of 11
stones), would included around 8 ¼ tons
of people, and another 1 ¼ tons of
goods.
The bodysides were welded up from
square section steel tubes, with the
lower ends of the vertical pillars fitted
into the solebars, and cranked to fit
within the C1 loading gauge.
The
solebars themselves, together with
Interesting shot from the Gloucester publicity brochure showing one cantrails were also from box section
of the first 2-car units - the destination indicator shows Manchester steel, with the horizontal and vertical
London Road, but this pair was allocated to the Scottish Region
members of the bodyside forming a
welded truss, to which lightweight steel
overall length of the underframe was noted in
panelling was then attached to form the vehicle
some sources as 57ft 6ins, which ties in with the
bodyside.
notion that BR’s suburban loco hauled coach
layout was the model for the new DMU’s.
Body floors were built from 57ft long longitudinally
corrugated cold rolled steel, and designed to
Since all multiple units were intended to perform
support both buffing and draw loads. Cross bars,
on services that needed frequent starts and stops,
headstocks and buffing gear support assemblies,
whether secondary and rural lines, or suburban
were also fabricated from steel tubes, including
services, good acceleration for a loaded two-car
longitudinal steel members attached behind the
unit was a key characteristic, and weight saving in
buffing and drawgear to transfer the load
the structure was vital. For a twin unit on the
horizontally through the vehicle underframe. The
shorter 56ft 11ins underframe and weighing 55
roof and body ends were constructed to conform
tons in working order, the 300hp available from
with BR’s standard coach building practice, the
the two engines, resulted in a nominal power to
completed bodyshells for the 57ft twin units was
weight ratio of 6hp/ton. With the earliest sets,
only 6tons 7cwt.
Running
Nos.

Type

TOPS
Code

Built

Engine

Reengined

LOT
No.

DMBS

100

1957

BUT/AEC

No

30278

50339/41/4/5/7 withdrawn by 1978

DMBC

119/1

1958

BUT/AEC

Yes (some)

30421

5108051107

DMSL

119/2

1958

BUT/AEC

Yes (some)

30422

5110851127
5500055019

DMBS

100

1957

BUT/AEC

No

30444

DMBS

122

1958

BUT/AEC

No

30419

51053/61 withdrawn by 1978;
51052/5/6/8/9/60/2/3/5-75/7/8/9 all
re-engined with BUT/Leyland engines
51081/9 withdrawn by 1978;
51080/3-91/3-8/102-7 all have
BUT/Leyland engines
51108/9/11/13/4/6/8/21-3/25/26
withdrawn by 1978
55001/8/10/16-19 withdrawn by
1978; Nos. 55013-15 were converted
to DMLV and Class 131 in 1968 by
the removal of seats.

5598755996

DMLV

128

1959

BUT/AEC

No

30552 &
30551*

5609456113
5629156299
5630056319

DTCL

143

1957

N/a

N/a

30279

55987 withdrawn by 1978; * Nos
55991-6 were built to Lot 30551 and
fitted with gangways at each end.
56094-9/101/2 withdrawn by 1978

DTS

150

1958

N/a

N/a

30420

56291-4/7-9 withdrawn by 1978

DTCL

143

1957

N/a

N/a

30445

56300-6/8-15/17-19 all withdrawn by
1978

5033950358
5105251079

Notes

5941359437

TSLRB

178

1955

N/a

N/a

30423

All buffet vehicles were no longer
used as such by 1978

NOTES TO TABLE
1.
2.
3.

Coupling codes ALL blue square type
56ft 11ins underframes for TOPS Code 100, 143 and 155, except vehicles 56103-56113
from Code 143, which were downgraded by the removal of 12 x 1st class eats,
reclassified to Code 155 and seated 66 2nd class.
63ft 5ins underframes for TOPS Code 119/1, 119/2, 122, 128, 150 and 178

Operations
The Gloucester built multiple units were part of
the first generation of what might originally have
been called ‘railcars’, and during the first days of
British Railways’ Modernisation & Re-Equipment
Programme. The first of the ‘Derby Lightweight’,
2-car units had been put to work in 1954, 1955,
and 1956 – in West Yorkshire, West Cumberland,
East Lancashire, East Anglia and Birmingham.

By the time the ‘Modernisation Plan was published
in October 1956, contracts had already been
placed with various builders, along with the railway
workshops to construct 2,401 vehicles, with
delivery to be completed by 1958. This was what
was originally announced in October 1956:

Of those, Gloucester RC&W Co had a contract to
supply the 200 vehicles listed above, in both single
unit and twin units. The August 2nd 1957 issue of
“The Engineer” described the first of the new
twin-units as they were being delivered from

Gloucester’s, and the innovative construction
methods explained in depth. The 2-car or twin
and single unit railcars were all either intended for
suburban, outer suburban/commuter or rural
services. The 3-car sets were for cross-country

and longer distance working – perhaps hence the
provision of buffet cars built to Lot 30423.
The first 38 two car sets of what became TOPS
Class 100 were allocated to the Scottish Region,
and the remaining 24 to the Midland region. No
fewer than 17 of the Scottish Region allocation had
disappeared by 1978, with 1 allocated to the
Eastern Region, and three to London Midland.
They were all still in service by 1965, but by 1979
of the original 200, 131 were left, with the majority
– some 76 vehicles – were at work on the
Western Region. Six 6 years later, in 1985, only
91 were left in operational service, and 7 allocated
to departmental service, as test and route learning
vehicles.
The original spread across the London Midland,
Scottish and Western Regions, still showed the
dominance these units held on Western metals,

there never was any real use made of the sets on
the Eastern Region, and Scotland lost almost all of
its allocations by the mid 1970s. This was perhaps
due to the loss of suitable routes, the arrival of the
“Glasgow Blue Trains” and other operational
reasons.
The buffet vehicles were still included in the unit
formations, but by the 1970s had fallen out of use,
whilst some minor modifications resulted in the
subdivisions of what was coded under TOPS as
Class 119, into two subdivisions. Noticeable too
in the previous table is the inclusion of TOPS
codes 143 and 150, which were later re-used for
the “Pacer” railcars, and a BREL built new
generation of DMU, the Class 150 ‘Sprinter’ series.
Interestingly, amongst the 7 Gloucester built
vehicles in BR’s Departmental Stock, the former
TOPS Class 122 SC55014 DMBS unit was
renumbered TDB975994, and used as a Test and
Stores Car for the new Class 150s from 1985.

Class 122 55005 DMBS at Shackerstone Station
©: Fidodogsimmons at English Wikipedia

Regional Allocations:
1965
TOPS Code
100
119
122
128
Total

London Midland
22
4
26

Scottish
58
58

Western
81
29
6
116

Eastern
-

1979
TOPS Code
100
119
122
128
143
150*
178**
Total

London Midland
17
2
5
6
10
2
1
43

Scottish
8
8

Western
50
2
24
76

Eastern
4
4

Note:
* Formerly TOPS code 122 DTS vehicle with 95, later 91 seats.
** Formerly TOPS code 119 TBSL (buffet) vehicles with 60 seats
1985
TOPS Code
100
119
122
128
178
Total

London Midland
1
9
10

Scottish
-

Original painting was to BR Standard Green livery
– BR Spec 39 – and was done in Gloucester’s
works to the B.R. Specification. Code of Practice
No.1 (BR 9210) was published in October 1955,
covering “Painting of Multi-Unit Stock Steel and
Light Alloy Construction”, “Green Finish”, and
described in considerable detail the numerous
processes. The code of practice included surface
preparations during construction, and at various
stages of assembly, up to and including the final
finishing steps of applying logos, numbers and
varnish.
The finish painting of the body sides used primers,
undercoats synthetic enamel green paint and
varnish, to BR Spec 39. The final stages included a
layer of primer/undercoat, then a layer of green
undercoat, and a layer of the green enamel. After
the layer of green enamel, all lines, letters and
transfers were applied, followed by 3 layers of

Western
51
5
25
81

Eastern
-

varnish to finish – for the multiple unit stock, this
also included the intermediate ends of the vehicles.
The official colour green used was to BR Spec 39,
Item 14, and it was very close to the old GWR
“Brunswick Green”. Some have referred to seeing
vehicles in ‘malachite green’, but clearly when
compared to the former Southern Railway’s livery
scheme, it was not the same colour.
That said, in the July 1962 issue of the RCTS
“Railway Observer”, the following note was made:
“In 1961, GRC&W Co. MBS singles
W55000/1/11/3/5/6/7/9
(malachite
green) arrived, transferred from SHL and
became LA100-7”
In addition in the 1960s, prior to the “XP64”
project and the new BR ‘house style’ being
developed, observations of a wide range of diesel
multiple units were also recorded as being in lined

“Brunswick Green”. This would be the closest to
the BR Standard green livery for coaching stock,
with the pale straw band at waist level, and initially,
the “speed whiskers” on the cab fronts, later
replaced by half height and full height yellow
warning panels.
Most of the repainting and
modifications were of course done as the vehicles
passed through the works for maintenance. In
Scotland, in 1962/63 it was noted that “olive
green” was used – mostly for the inter-city / crosscountry sets operating on the Glasgow to
Edinburgh and Glasgow to Ayr routes.
By the end of the 1960s, “Rail Blue” had appeared,
and eventually covered seemingly everything – the
monotonous colour broken only by the yellow
The Class 119 series had a similar fate in terms of
the presence of asbestos, and as early as 1970,
some vehicles had been withdrawn for what we
might call recycling today – or dismantling for
spare parts. Some were refurbished to remove
the asbestos, and according to one source:
“Many of the Class 119 vehicles had by
then been withdrawn due to concerns
over the high levels of asbestos used in
their construction and in 1992 were
replaced with Class 165 and 166 diesel
hydraulic multiple units. Similarly, in
common with many first generation
British Railways Multiple Units, some
vehicles within the class suffered from
corrosion of the lower body panels
where water collected just above the
solebar.”
Some of the Class 119 units went through the
refurbishment programme of the 1970s, after
asbestos removal and internal rebuilding. The
Western Region allocations, and later Network
Southeast Sector were used on Gatwick airport
services, and on stopping services in the West and
South London areas, until their replacement by the
Class 165 and 166 ‘Turbo’ stock from 1992.

ends, which did not do any favours for the
appearance and style of some motive power and
rolling stock.
Withdrawals of all these first generation units was
often quite rapid, and due to the high levels of
asbestos used, as was the case with other
examples of rolling stock where asbestos was used
– often sprayed on – to prevent the spread of fire
from the underfloor diesel engines.
Although
some of these Gloucester built DMUs were
refurbished to remove the material, none of the
first generation – the Class 100 - was rebuilt in this
way. Withdrawals started in 1972, and by 1983,
only 9 vehicles remained in use, and these too
were subsequently scrapped.
For the Class 122 – the single units affectionately
nicknamed ‘bubble cars’ – had a more successful
career, and although primarily used on Western
Region metals, as operations changed there, they
were re-allocated to other areas including Scotland
and the West Midlands for secondary duties. The
newly developed “Pacer” units in the 1980s had
difficulty for a time on the Cornish lines, and the
Gloucester built 122s were transferred to the area
to help out, whilst the “pacer” problems were
resolved. The last of the class was withdrawn
from BR service in 1993, but many have been, and
continue to be used successfully on heritage
railways.
Changes to operations brought in under Beeching
initially, and later structural changes as the
“sectorisation” of British Rail sought to improve its
economic and commercial success, with reduced
traffic options for these earliy multiple units was
their ultimate downfall.
The rail network
landscape had changed very dramatically since they
were first ordered back in 1956, but many survived
until the mid 1980s, and a few even into the
‘privatisation’ era. The designs for the most part
met the requirements of the day, and even a little
beyond, but by the 1990s, they were a thing of the
past.

Preservation
A number of the Gloucester built units have been
preserved; including the TOPS code 100, 119 and
122.
Class 100 - only 3 of the oldest vehicles exist,
despite 7 having been preserved initially, these are:
• 51118 (DMBS) & 56097 (DTCL) Midland
Railway - Butterley

•

56301 (DTCL) Mid-Norfolk
County School Station

Railway,

The pair at the Midland’s Butterley Centre /
Swanwick Junction look a bit the worse for wear in
this picture, but still sporting their original BR
green livery.

Photo ©: Dave Hitchborne
The copyright on this image is owned by Dave Hitchborne and is licensed for
reuse under the Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 2.0 license.

Class 119 units fared little better, with only three of the type rescued for preservation, including:
•
•

51073 (DMBC) Ecclesbourne Valley Railway, now in Rail Blue
51074 (DMBC) & 51104 (DMSL) Swindon and Cricklade Railway

Class 122 single unit vehicles were nicknamed
“bubble cars”, and survived into the privatisation
era in Britain, with some being used by the former
freight operator EWS, and Network Rail, as
departmental service stock. These have proved
very popular on preserved/heritage lines, and no
fewer than 8 have been preserved:
•

55000

Of those numerous “Bubble Cars”, W5503 is
pictured at Toddington Station on the
Gloucestershire & Warwickshire Railway, looking
for all the world as it would have done in its
heyday – or at least in its original condition

South Devon Railway A Class 122 single-car Motor Brake Second with driving cabs at
DMBS each end. It was built by the Gloucester Railway Carriage and Wagon Company in 1958
and saw use on local lines including the Kingsbridge branch line. It works in BR green

livery.
•

55001

DMBS East Lancashire Railway East Lancashire Railway unit W55001. BR Blue. Built in 1958

•

55003

DMBS Gloucestershire Warwickshire Railway.

•

55005

DMBS Battlefield Railway

•

55006

DMBS Ecclesbourne Valley Railway This unit remains in BR Green.

•

55009

DMBS Mid Norfolk Railway

•

55012

DMBS Weardale Railway

•

55019

DMBS Llanelli and Mynydd Mawr Railway

.

No. W55003 at Toddington on 6th June 2013, and undergoing restoration on Gloucestershire &
Warwickshire Railway.
Photo: Amos Wolfe

Class 128 – None of these vehicles were ever
preserved, and the last of the class was withdrawn
in 1991, after 32 years of service. Ironically
perhaps, the “Pacers” which are still in service, and
which acquired one of the TOPS codes allocated
to Gloucester built vehicles at one time – the
Class 142 – are still in use, also after 32 years of
service.

The factory where these and many others were
built closed in 1986, with loss of jobs and rail
engineering skills, but the company’s 1st generation

DMUs for the BR Modernisation Plan of the 1950s
still have a great role to play in the 21st Century.
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